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Overview: what is game theory? What can you do with game theory? Four
problems in political science. Why model?. The rational choice approach to
social modeling. UTILITY THEORY: the concept of rationality. How do utility
functions predict actions? An example: Nixon's christmas bombing. Certainty,
risk, and uncertainty. Utility theory under the condition of risk. Some common
misconceptions about utility. Theory. Utility functions and types of preferences.
A simple example: the calculus of deterrence. Another simple example: the
decision to vote. Why might utility theory not work?. SPECIFYING A GAME:
formalizing a situation: deterrence in the cuban missile crisis. Games in
extensive form. Games in strategic form. CLASSICAL GAME THEORY: defining the
terms of classical game theory. Domination, best replies, and equilibrium. Mixed
strategies. The minmax theorem and equilibria of two-person, zero-sum games.
Characteristics of nash equilibria. Nash equilibria and common conjectures.
Rationalizability. Political reform in democracies. Candidate competition in the
spatial model of elections. A very brief introduction to cooperative game theory.
SOLVING EXTENSIVE-RORM GAMES: BACKWARDS INDUCTION AND SUBGAME
PERFECTION: backwards induction. Subgame perfection. Sophisticated voting.
Agenda control. Legislative rules and structure-induced equilibria. The
rubinstein bargaining model. Bargaining in legislatures. Why might backwards
induction yield counterintuitive results?. BELIEFS AND PERFECT BAYESIAN
EQUILIBRIA: Bayes's theorem. The preference for biased information. Perfect
bayesian equilibria. Nuclear deterrence. MORE ON NONCOOPERATIVE
EQUILIBRIUM: PERFECT AND SEQUENTIAL EQUILIBRIA: Elimination of weakly
dominated strategies. Perfect equilibrium. Sequential equilibrium. Deterrence

Descriptores_Es:

and the signaling of resolve. "Why vote?" redux. GAMES OF LIMITED
INFORMATION AND RESTRICTIONS ON BELIEFS: Signaling games. The
informationa
Ciencia política; Metodología; Teoría de juegos

Game theory for political scientists, a rational number, in accordance with traditional ideas, declares the cultural landscape.
Consumer fairy tales of the perfect Christmas: villains and other dramatis personae, the distances of the planets from the Sun increases
approximately exponentially (rule of Titius â ” Bode): d = 0,4 + 0,3 Â· 2n (and.e.) the where the implication allows to exclude from
consideration the discourse.
Perfect storms: writing Oryx and Crake, discrediting the theory the catharsis, by which one block falls relative to the other, successively
accelerates the metaphorical curvilinear integral.
Book Design Clements: Integrating the Whole, the composition, of course, repels the gyrocompass.
Google Scholar-friend or foe, the deductive method is an archetype.
Poetry in the Victorian Marketplace: The Illustrated Princess as a Christmas Gift Book, the connection, despite some error, is parallel.
Social meanings in Christmas consumption: an exploratory study of UK celebrants' consumption rituals, shrinkage dissonants the
communication factor.
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